
What r - doing now

-’m lying on --- ---- thinking about getting into ---

--- should stop looking at ------ -- -------.

Why

Why should --- stop?

---

Thought -- may be able to entertain --- -------

- could do w some -------------

How do --- like to be entertained?

Well right now - am in --- ----
--- - am splashing around just a little

Making ---- ----- ---- ---- ------ -- -------
--- -- -- -----

--- ----- has lost - --- -- --- ------, - may get out soon
But --- --- is going to feel so cold on -- ----

Splashing around how?

---- ----- ---------

Concentrated on --- ----?

Meandering

Would --- like -- ----- to meander --------?

 Across -- --------, 
Up -- ----,

Around -- ---- --- into -- -----

- move ---- across ---- ----,
---- ---- part --- --- take --- ------- in ---- ----- over ---- ------ --- --- gently suck on ----,

---- ---- -- -- ----- slowly moves down -- -----
To -- -------

Sorry was getting out of ----
In --- now

---- ----- working their way down -- ----

Down ---- -------
Feeling ---- ---- through --- ------ -- ---- -----

- can feel that --- are already so hard

-- ------- push deeper in ---- ----- as --- feel --- ----- -- -- ----

-- ------- tease --- ----- -- ---- -----
Tickling --- ----- ----- --- ------ ----- ---- ----

- desperately want --- to reach in --- free -- ----

- slip ---- under --- take ---- ---- in -- ----

--- hold -- firm

- hold -- firmly, moving -- ---- up and down so slowly
- like --- --- ---- ------- restrict -- --------

- am pressed close to ---

- move -- --- ------- gently down ---- -----
- gently circle over --- -- ---- -------, ---- --- ----

Take -- in ---- -----
Flick -- with ---- ------

- gently caress -- with -- ----, -- ------, - suck gently

- am starting to undo ---- ----
- can feel --- growing bigger

Unzipping ---- -----

- tease ---- ------ between -- ------ --- -- -----
Gently circling with -- ------

- move further down

-’m so wet for --- already

Kissing across ---- -------
- move down further between ---- ----. Kissing --- through ---- ---------.

--- want -- ---- on ---- ----.
- can feel how wet --- are

- pull off ---- --------- --- return to kissing ---.
--- feel -- ------ exploring --- for the first time

--- are already so wet

Is ---- ------ soft or firm

-- ------ is firm on ---

Do --- like how - taste

- love how --- taste
- enter --- with -- ------ --- then work up to ---- ----

- have --- ---- rubbing -- ---- --- --- ----- is pulling ---- ----

- react to ---- ------- --- ------ feeling ---- --- ----
--- taste so good

--- are so wet
-’m so hard thinking about sliding -- ---- deep inside ---

-’m raising -- ------ to ---- ----, moving -- up and down with --- ------ -- ---- ------
--- move back up to -- ---- --- kiss --, - can taste ------ all over ---- -----

As - move up -- ---- touches ---- ----

--- push -- deep inside -- with -- -------
--- can’t wait

--- are fucking -- hard

So deep

Grabbing -- ----

--- -- ---- ---- is wrapped up around -- ------- so - can fuck --- hard and deep

- can feel --- so deep inside --
-’m moaning so loud

Fuck --- with --- ---- ------ -- -- hard and deep
- have --- ---- grabbing - ------ -- ----

-- ----- are digging into ---- ----
-’m holding --- so tight

--- feel -- pushing so hard into ---. So physical.

--- throw -- ----- --- over ---- -------- so --- can go even deeper

---- ---- over -- --------- - feel ------ so deep
So hard and thick inside ---

-- ---- are squeezed shut --- -’m biting -- ---

Quickly - throw --- --- over towards --- ----- --- in 
unison --- turn on ---- ----- --- -’m now fucking --- from behind.

Slap -- ---
-- ---- is arched, --- are pulling -- ---- back by -- ----

-’m pulling --- on to -- as - fuck ---.
- slap ---- --- again harder

- lean forward pushing ---- ---- down to --- ------
---- ---- still high

-- ---- more over --- as - fuck down deep into ---

- am writhing now, -- ----- squeezing --- -------, -- ---- moving in time with ---- -------

---- --------- feel amazing

--- reach around --- start fingering -- ----
While still fucking -- from behind

- feel --- tremble around -- ---- as - stroke ---- ----
- feel --- close to cumming

--- are moaning uncontrollably.

- can’t hold out much longer
--- are fucking -- so fast now

-’m ready to cum

-- too

--- call -- ----
As --- let go.

---- [      ]

-- [     ]
- feel -- swell

- push deep inside --- --- cum. --- feel -- ---- pulse as -- fills ---

Do --- feel good

- pull out, --- turn around and look into -- ---- as --- take -- ---- in ---- ----- --- suck off --- ----- -- ---- -- --

Very gently

Very gently
-- now feels great. - came.

----
 

How do --- feel?

- wish - could give --- --- -------- ------
Across -- ------ -----

As ---- --------- steadies
- feel great.

- run -- ---------- up and down -- ----

---- sounds lovely
Feel --- ------ -- ---- ---- on -- --------

Sleep tight
:*

--- too.
x
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